An easy to use, web-based
EDI solution without the
investment

It’s EDI, but without the overhead...
NETIX Starter is an easy to use, web-based EDI solution that has
been designed to meet the modern requirements of small-medium
sized businesses. It brings all the benefits and functionality
traditionally provided to larger companies but without the
investment overheads and complexity.
With no software to install and the gentlest of learning curves,
you’ll be exchanging EDI documents with your trading partners in

Ideal for companies that:

a matter of hours, Starter edition is perfect for suppliers who have
recently secured their first major contract with any high street
retailer or low volume users who require a cost effective solution
to trade straight away. No installation procedures, no operating
system conflicts – just a maintenance free, user friendly, accessible
from anywhere web application that places no limits on the number
of users, EDI trading partners or documents exchanged.

Benefits of NeTIX Starter

•

Don’t want to rely on IT
personnel for keeping their EDI
software and hardware up-todate

Multiple Users
Starter supports an unlimited number of users and allows the definition of roles
to provide your staff with different levels of access - from Administrator privileges
down to limiting certain users to specific system views.

•

Don’t have any EDI knowledge

•

Would like mobility in their EDI
solution. You can access the
service wherever you have an
internet connection.

Simple, Friendly Interface
Users are notified of the arrival of New Orders via an email alert, which contains a
convenient link to the document helping to ensure you stay on top of things.

•

Have a requirement for EDI
software to satisfy their
Customers

•

Are looking for a simple
interface that gives full control
over all your EDI data and
network traffic

Bringing the Trading
Community Together
Organisations have always been
challenged when trying to integrate
100% of their trading community.
NeTIX starter based framework has
been designed and built for the
next generation user experience,
enabling the automation of
electronic documents with any
trading partner.

Intuitive Web Forms
When you create or process an EDI document the appropriate trading partner
overlay is applied and an intuitive web form is shown to highlight the mandatory
fields required by your trading partner. Starter will auto populate as many fields in
the web form as possible (using information from the Order document that you’re
processing from) to reduce data entry.
Data Compliance
Starter uses a validation status to ensure the outbound document matches your
Trading Partner EDI specifications. If data is missing or the format is incorrect,
then the status will be marked as invalid requiring you to correct the errors before
it allows you to send the document. This ensures you always send compliant EDI
documents, resulting in no trading partner rejections.
Document Management
Starter provides many features to help you manage your EDI activities. A different
status is assigned to each document (such as ‘Pending’, ‘In progress’) to indicate
exactly where you are in terms of completing the relevant document.
Search
You can quickly locate any type of document using the NeTIX search service. Use
the interface to apply different filters and group by column heading to quickly jump
to a tailored view or filter.
Pricing
Because Starter is a service-based application and network service rolled into one,
pricing is subscription based. Our low cost subscription is tiered so that you only pay
for the resources that you use.

NeTIX Starter is the ideal turn-key solution for
companies who are not interested in setting up their
own in-house EDI operation.

The NeTIX starter solution becomes a proxy which communicates
with the trading partners on your behalf. Using a friendly web
interface, EDI transactions can be received, edited and sent as
easily as an e-mail.

The need for investing in IT infrastructure and specialist staff
is taken away with the introduction of this intuitive web-based
offering from NetEDI.

NeTIX starter receives EDI data from your trading partner and
converts it into a friendly display for your review. Sending data to
your partner is as simple as filling out a form and clicking send.
NEForms seam- lessly transforms your data into EDI and transmits
it to your partner.

										

NeTIX Starter receives EDI data from your trading partner and
converts it into a friendly display for your review. Sending
data to your partner is as simple as filling out a form and
clicking send. NeTIX Starter seamlessly transforms your data
into EDI and transmits it to your partner.

Fast-Tracking EDI Supplier enablement
NetEDI have developed a unique fast-track enablement
for Retail Suppliers which promises to drastically reduce
the time taken to bring a supplier on board. An online
registration form is made available for the supplier, which,
upon completion, processes their details and allows their
EDI solution to be made available and ready to go.

NeTIX Cloud
The NeTIX starter Cloud computing solution allows
small to medium sized companies to utilize and leverage
technologies that were traditionally inaccessible by helping
to cut costs, add expertise and remove complexity. Avoid
capital expenditure on new hardware, software and other
peripheral services when you only pay for what you use.

Growing your Business with EDI
Enabling yourself with NeTIX Starter EDI functionlity will
present new growth opportunities for your business. You
will be opening your organisation up to new trading communities intent on transacting electronically with their
sup- plier base. The NeTIX Starter solution will evolve as
your business expands and NetEDI will actively advise on
how best to handle your trading volumes and progress with
your solution. NetEDI Integration Adapters are available for
ensuring that the growth of your business and EDI solution
go hand-in-hand.

Expert Assistance
In addition to a hosted infrastructure, your company also
has access to a trained team of experts that are focused on
your needs to provide you with an excellent response and
deal with any of your customer’s needs. We can assist in a
whole variety of matters. Should any problems arise with
your partners, there will be someone on hand for helping to
quickly and effectively address these issues.

NetEDI Ltd
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By eliminating these operating costs while receiving
strategic services through a pay as you go model, your
company is cutting costs without sacrificing the quality of
your service.
In addition, by utilising the internet and a browser, you can
access the NeTIX starter application and all of your data
anytime, any place. This offers great versatility and affords
more flexible working patterns.

Need a Demonstration >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NeTIX is utilising the latest technology to bring you the
most up-to-date cost effective solution around.
If you would like to see the NeTIX Solution in action and
discover for yourself how it could work for your business,
please get in touch with us today.
We will be happy to show you an online demonstration
that uniquely reflects the nature of your business
requirement.

T 01772 977781
F 0872 1150584
E sales@netedi.co.uk

www.netedi.co.uk

